Motivation
On the one hand:
• depth-averaged shallow water equations (SWE) are a workhorse in coastal engineering
• shallow means horizontal scales ≫ vertical ones
• SWE are simplified with horizontal 2D coordinates x, y and time t
• variables are depth h(x, y, t) and depth-averaged horizontal velocity v(x, y, t)
• bores and hydraulic jumps arise as simplified model of breaking waves . . . . On the other hand:
• 3D free surface potential flow water wave model under gravity is widely used for marine engineering problems
• has accurate dispersion: (deep-water) waves of different wave length travel with different speeds
• has 3D irrotational velocity u = ∇φ. 
Strategy: Variational Principles
Use Clebsch potentials in variational principle for velocity u. Three cases:
• (i) Full incompressible Euler fluid with free surface: u = ∇φ(x, y, z, t) + π(x, y, z, t)∇l(x, y, z, t)
• (ii) Classical potential flow water wave model: u = ∇φ
• (iii) New faster water wave model with vertical vorticity: u = ∇φ(x, y, z, t) + π(x, y, t)∇l(x, y, t) = ∇φ + v(x, y, t); note: approximation with only vertical vorticity ∇ × v! Variational principle:
• π: vector Lagrange multiplier to enforce label l advection • φ: multiplier to enforce law for density D as constraint • p: multiplier pressure enforces constant density D = 1.
New Water Wave Model
• Resulting system [1] for case (iii) (s=at free surface):
• Depth-averaged v = v(x, y, t); potential vorticity q:
• Potential flow limit: take v = 0 or v = ∇ϕ(x, y, t).
Compatible DGFEM
• Strategy potential part: directly derive discrete variational principle [2] .
• Automaticaly guarantees discrete preservation of conservation laws.
• Strategy additional vertical vorticity: open problem for future; discrete differential geometry?
6 No Amplitude Decay
• Preliminary test: only potential flow part and linear.
• • tests against wave data from IJsselmeer and Petten dike.
